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drigh, F. A. Brown, jun.) show the variety of future 
problems. That the section on behaviour consists 
of four papers as compared with twelve or thirteen of 
the other sections emphasizes our lack of know
ledge. W. H. Thorpe's excellent discussion of 
ethology indicates the vast amount of data awaiting 
discovery by simple observation assisted by aqualung, 
television and camera; and T. H. Waterman's 
contribution on underwater polarization patterns 
suggests many new ideas about plankton behaviour. 

If the biochemist is rare in marine biology how 
much more the geneticist. Yet D. L. Ray shows that 
many species are suitable for genetical study, while 
papers by V. L. Loosanoff andY. Matsui point the 
way to controlled shellfish breeding and farming. 
Geographical distribution, races, speciation of pelagic 
forms where there appears to be no barrier to gene 
flow, are challenging problems to all. 

This book is not just a list of problems for the 
future. Most contributors base their speculations 
on accounts of present work, much of it unpublished. 
Many contributions are of immediate concern and 
it is regretted that it has taken more than two and 
a half years to produce a book that one might expect 
-and hope-will soon be out of date. Errors are 
few, the chief being the transposition of legends to 
text-figures 2 and 12 in Hardy's paper, while the 
last two lines to the legend of text-figure l of Bogorov's 
paper should read "continuous line indicates quantity 
of phytoplankton and broken line quantity of zoo
plankton". That the contributions are contained in 
621 pages is largely due to the small type, but it 
remains easy to read and the tables and figures are 
well set out. Non-marine biologists would do well 
to read this book for much of it has general biological 
implications. J. A. Ar.r.EN 
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CHEMISTS in general and students in particular 
have long been in need of a book of reasonable 

size on heterocyclic chemistry, but the digestion, 
selection and presentation of the subject have appar
ently daunted chemists, for Morton's book, published 
in New York in 1946, has been the only work of 
note to appear for m.any years. This is not sur
prising, for our present detailed knowledge of hetero
cyclic chemistry must exceed in volume that of ali
phatic or of aromatic chemistry, and the infinite 
variety of heterocyclic compounds must cause this 
difference to become ever greater. A work by Prof. 
Albert is therefore warmly welcome, and it is ex
ceptionally interesting to see how he has approached 

the task of giving a concise account of this subject 
in 375 excellently printed pages . 

He has certainly broken completely away from the 
o~thodox treatme:'l-t, in which each class is usually 
discussed largely m the order: syntheses, reactions, 
and finally structure on the basis of these two sections. 
Instead, Prof. Albert makes primarily an electronic 
structure approach to the various classes, and also 
discusses their physical properties, particularly 
spectra, ionization constants, oxidation-reductiOn 
potentials, and dipole moments in considerable (and 
very valuable) detail, relegating much of the synthetic 
side to smaller print. This makes absorbing reading 
to the more advanced chemist, but one wonders 
whether students will both grasp and then continue 
to visualize the main bulk of heterocyclic compounds 
as "rc-Deficient N -Heteroaromatics", "rr-Excessive 
N-Heteroaromatics", and "rc-Excessive 0- and 
S-Heteroaromatics", which form the titles of the 
author's three main chapters? 

The author has dealt with the problem of condensing 
the sheer bulk of material partly by confining refer
ences to original literatm·e to papers published since 
1930, on the ground that these papers will provide 
sufficient references to earlier work. The result can 
be unfortunate, for an account of fundamental work is 
often followed solelv bv a recent reference, which 
may record compa;;ati.;ely trivial modifications or 
extensions of the earlier work: consequently the 
student may often lack the means to honour "the 
memory of the pioneers of heterocyclic chemistry" 
to which the book is dedicated. It is a pity, further
more, that although two distinct series of volumes on 
heterocyclic chemistry are still appearing, references 
are given almost solely to Elderfield's series, and the 
larger Weissberger series is almost ignored. 

The reviewer notes with interest the categorical 
stat.ement that purines synthesized by building a 
pyrimidine ring on to an iminawle ring "have always 
introduced a hydroxy- or amino-group in the 6-
position" (p. 198). Mann and Porter, in 1945, 
synthesized by this method a. number of l : 7 -dialkyl
purines which did not contain these groups in this 
position. 

The fresh approach, the clear lucidity of the 
presentation, and the author's personal enthusiasm 
have produced a book which chemists will read with 
great interest. 

The other volume, the twelfth to be published in 
the Weissberger series, is devoted solely to the 
chemistry of compOlmds having three six-membered 
rings fused together, the only hetero element being 
one or more nitrogen atoms. The vast amount of in
formation, carefully classified and coded in about 
600 pages, vividly illustrates the reviewer's earlier 
comment on the expanse of our knowledge of hetero
cyclic chemistry. The book deals with the chemistry 
of aza- and pclyaza-anthracenes, -phenanthrenes and 
-benzonaphthenes; the ammmt of work entailed 
becomes apparent when one recalls that the monaza
phenanthrenes alone form a group of five isomers. 
Furthermore, tables are provided enumerating all 
the known simple and substituted members of each 
class up to 1952. This vast accumulation of know
ledge has required the services of several chemists, 
and it concludes with an excellent chapter on "The 
Ultraviolet Absorption Spectra of Polycyclic Hetero
cyclic Aromatic Compounds" by Prof. G. M. Badger, 
of the University of Adelaide. This volume forms 
an outstandingly valuable addition to the Weiss-
berger series. F. G. MANN 
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